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Abstract

This paper looks at the successes and disappointments of MRP. It studies numerous articles to determine what the

key shortcomings of MRP are. Next, it investigates if these failures are correctable, and what the consequences of not

correcting these de®ciencies means. This article considers alternatives that have been discussed in the current literature.

Last of all this article discusses whether the improvements these alternatives suggest are su�cient to make MRP worth

salvaging, or whether MRP is a system that needs to be discarded in favor of systems such as JIT (Just-in-Time),

Optimized Production Technology (OPT), Theory of Constraints (TOC), and Bottleneck Allocation Methodology

(BAM). Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Overview

Material Requirements Planning (MRP) has
fallen into disfavor during the last ten years, as
demonstrated by the extensive literature and con-
ference material coming out of organizations like
the American Production and Inventory Control
Society (APICS) which discuss its shortcomings
(Berger, 1987). MRP has received intense chal-
lenges of its e�ectiveness from Japan. This stems

from the belief that there must be one best pro-
duction planning and control system and that
since the Japanese are out-performing the West in
automobile and electronic components produc-
tion, their system must be better. It is believed that
the only thing that is still keeping so many man-
ufacturers with MRP is the di�culty in converting
to the JIT process, which requires the overhaul
and reorganization of the entire factory (Plenert
and Best, 1986; Plenert, 1990b).

The e�ectiveness and appropriateness of MRP,
verses other production planning philosophies like
the Japanese JIT, is determined by numerous cri-
teria, as will be further discussed in this article. For
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example, some of the criteria are the depth of the
Bill of Materials, the methods of bu�ering capacity,
the existence of bottlenecks, the repetitiveness of
the process, the repetitiveness and reliability of the
forecast, etc. These types of criteria will be utilized
to consider the appropriateness of each of the nu-
merous production planning systems that exist.

A large number of alternative production con-
trol systems have jumped in and have been pro-
claimed as the new, best, leading edge philosophy.
These include the Japanese Just-in-Time (JIT),
Optimized Production Technology (OPT) which
has been renamed, expanded, and repackaged as
Theory of Constraints (TOC), and Finite Capacity
Scheduling systems like Bottleneck Allocation
Methodology (BAM) (Plenert, 1990a; Plenert,
1987) and Schedule Based Manufacturing (SBM).
The objective of this paper is to analyze and
identify the uses of MRP.

The Japanese Just-in-Time (JIT) environment
seems to be the least-cost production control tool,
reducing inventory levels and reducing manufac-
turing lead times. Most of the cost advantages of
JIT occurred when large in¯ation increases re-
sulted in large increases in the cost of carrying
inventory (Plenert and Best, 1986; Plenert, 1993a).
However, looking at MRP's basic philosophy, we
should be able to focus our scheduling only on
what materials are needed, and when they are
needed (Plenert, 1990c; Ritzman et al., 1984;
Chase and Aquilano, 1995; Lee and Schniederjans,
1994; Nahmias, 1997; Schroder et al., 1981). MRP
allows greater ¯exibility in product customization.
Even the Japanese realize this and use MRP in
their Job Shops in Japan. From the author's ex-
perience during a one year research project in
South-East Asia, he found that Japan rarely uses
JIT outside of Japan, and uses MRP in more of its
developing country factories than all other pro-
duction systems combined, including JIT. For ex-
ample, based on the author's one year research
e�ort in South-East Asia, where Japan is the
dominant investor, there are no JIT systems uti-
lized in Japanese plants, including automotive and
electronics components manufacturing. Rather,
they use the MRP production scheduling process.
What does Japan see in MRP? Let us start by
looking at the di�erences between MRP and JIT.

Then let us look at which of these di�erences are
the inherent characteristics of the system, and
which are the result of incorrect implementation of
the MRP system.

2. The di�erences between MRP and JIT

There are di�erences between MRP and JIT
that need to be characterized in two ways, design
di�erences and usage di�erences. By design, MRP
schedules and tracks every production or pur-
chasing order (Orlicky, 1975). It works with the
assumption that every order is potentially unique
(Plossl and Wight, 1967). It does scheduling using
a set of ®ve key inputs, as shown in Fig. 1. It then
goes through a scheduling process and creates a set
of four key outputs. The tracking and status of
these outputs then completes a feedback loop that
inputs them back into the MRP scheduling pro-
cess. It is this intensive data tracking and activity
scheduling that gives MRP the reputation of being
overburdened by data accuracy requirements and
computing needs (Plenert, 1993b; Al-Hakim and
Jenney, 1991; Al-Hakim et al., 1992; Chase and
Aquilano, 1995; Lee and Schniederjans, 1994;
Nahmias, 1997).

JIT, on the other hand, works on the assump-
tion, that the production process is repetitive and
that product variation is allowable only within a
fairly narrow range, narrow enough to where the
production process will not be adversely a�ected

Fig. 1.
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by the product change. JIT also works with pro-
duction orders that are all the same size (KAN-
BANs) at some minimal level. In e�ect, JIT is a
very product in¯exible, highly repetitive process
(Plenert, 1990b).

JIT was developed by the Japanese during a
time of limited resources, limited capital, and high
unemployment. This resulted in the development
of a production control system that focused on
getting the materials in and out of the production
process as quickly as possible (Materials E�cien-
cy). However, this materials e�ciency is only
achieved at the expense of ine�ciencies in other
resource areas, such as labor.

Some companies are so resource ine�cient that
any improvement in any resource area is a net
gain. However, if companies fall into the realm of
being highly competitive, then there is generally a
trade-o� in resource e�ciencies. For example, la-
bor e�ciency is increased by becoming more ma-
terials ine�cient. In other words, in order to be
labor e�cient, we have to make sure that our
workers have plenty of materials to work on. The
result is that materials are stock-piled in front of
the work station. This is caused by labor-based
routings (rather than machine or materials based
routings) which focus attention on labor e�ciency
and cause materials ine�ciencies. Similarly, ma-
terials e�ciency focused systems, as in the case of
JIT, achieve their e�ciency by creating ine�ciency
in other resources. For example, in a JIT line we
have a series of workers each being fed materials,
through the use of KANBANs. Unless you have
an empty Kanban, you are not allowed to work or
else you would be considered as someone who is
generating waste. However, in a JIT line, it is im-
possible to balance the work load of all the
workers equally. Since the employees are doing
di�erent functions, some employees will always be
busier than others. The speed of the entire pro-
duction process moves at the speed of the slowest
worker. Therefore, most of the employees will
have some wait time in the production process,
which is the labor ine�ciency that is generated by
a drive for materials e�ciency.

In looking at the usage di�erences of MRP, we
®nd that even though MRP was not speci®cally
designed to have labor based routings and a labor

based production order tracking system, it almost
always does. The production lead times are labor
based, and the production traveler reports labor
starts, stops, and e�ciencies. Because of this,
through its usage rather than through its design,
MRP has become a labor e�ciency oriented sys-
tem, where production lead times are used to build
bu�er inventories in front of work stations so that
labor e�ciencies can be maximized (Berger, 1987).
The shop ¯oor data collection process reports la-
bor performance based on what is tracked in these
routings, and e�ciency reporting is reported back
against the standards that have been built into
these routings. Other resources, like machine
hours, could be used as the basis for these routing
and also for systems like CRP and resource re-
quirements planning, but labor is almost always
used. Labor e�ciency can only be achieved at the
expense of ine�ciencies in other resource areas,
such as materials.

It is the Western obsession with labor e�ciency
that has taken MRP and focused it on labor-
based lead time management. The MRP routings
are scheduled based on labor lead time, and the
data collection process is focused on labor e�-
ciency and labor performance standards. These
lead times are generally in¯ated to support labor
based e�ciencies to the point that 90±95% of the
manufacturing lead time of a product is spent in
wait, hold, queue, etc., which are all areas of
staging inventory to support labor e�ciencies.
These inventory levels (stagings) do not support
production throughput and inventory minimiza-
tion, as MRP was designed for, rather, they make
sure that there is always enough work in front of
each work station in order to keep employees
busy.

The following is a recap of the design di�eren-
ces between MRP and JIT:

Area MRP JIT

Product ¯exibility High Narrow range

Order tracking High degree None

Data accuracy High None

Computational needs Lots Minimal

Scheduling ¯exibility High Poor

Shop layout Flexible Restricted
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Product ¯exibility refers to the range and vari-
ety of di�erent products that the production pro-
cess will allow. Order tracking means the degree to
which each order is monitored through the pro-
duction process. Data accuracy refers to the data
accuracy requirements of the inputs to the pro-
duction control system. Computational needs
identi®es the amount of computer power required.
Scheduling ¯exibility allows a variety of products
to be scheduled via any number of routings. Shop
layout describes how restricted the organization of
the shop ¯oor is.

The following is a recap of the usage di�erences
between MRP and JIT:

Production lead time de®nes how long the
total manufacturing lead time for a product is.
Production batch size compares the average
batch sizes for each system. Resource e�ciency
focus looks at which resource this system is at-
tempting to optimize. Inventory levels looks pri-
marily at work-in-process inventories, but also
includes raw materials and ®nished goods. Set-up
time explains the priority placed on set-up time
reductions.

In comparing MRP and JIT, we need to con-
sider what elements make JIT more cost e�ective.
Let us start by looking at the typical repetitive
discrete manufactured product, like an electronic
components or automotive product. A comparison
of the value added breakdown is interesting. In
both the JIT and the MRP case, the labor com-
ponent is about 7±9% of the product's value added
component. Similarly, in the case of the materials
component, we ®nd comparable product value
added e�ects in the range of 50±60%. What is in-
teresting is that in the value added e�ect of in-
ventory, the JIT calculation of the value added
e�ect includes the cost of ®nancing inventory, but
in the MRP case, the cost of ®nancing inventory is
included in the overhead component and is not in

the inventory component. This is strictly an ac-
counting di�erence between the two systems; in the
case of MRP, inventory ®nancing is not a cost of
the inventory itself whereas in the Japanese version
of JIT it is. This makes the inventory cost contri-
bution (book value) higher in the case of JIT.

If the carrying cost of inventory were to be in-
cluded as part of the cost of materials in the MRP
evaluation, we see from 10% to as much as 25%
increase (depending on the level of inventory) in
the value added component e�ect of materials (the
60±85% range). Therefore, the inventory carrying
cost has a larger e�ect on the value added com-
ponent of our end product than does labor. Un-
derstanding this, and also understanding that
labor e�ciency improvements can only be done at
the expense of materials ine�ciency, we now re-
alize that a 10% improvement in labor e�ciency
(less than 1% overall) usually costs us much more
in materials ine�ciencies. Therefore, improving
labor e�ciency can actually hurt our pro®tability.
This point is also brought out in the OPT/TOC
philosophies (Goldratt and Cox, 1986; Goldratt
and Fox, 1986).

If, as is true in the case of most discrete manu-
facturing, the largest value-added resource is ma-
terials, and we focus our e�ciencies on labor, then
we can have the situation where increasing labor
e�ciencies can decrease pro®tability. For example,
in automobile manufacturing, the value added
content of labor is about 7±8%, and the value
added content of materials is around 50±55%. If we
increase labor e�ciency by 10% (0.7±0.8% overall),
but if this increase costs us a drop in materials ef-
®ciency (this trade-o� was discussed earlier in the
paper) of 2% (1±1.1% overall) we have a net loss of
pro®tability of about 0.2±0.4% overall.

3. The di�erences between MRP and OPT/TOC or

BAM

In a similar comparison we ®nd the design
di�erences between MRP and OPT/TOC:

Area MRP JIT

Production lead time Very long Very short

Production batch size Large Small

Resource e�ciency focus Labor Materials

Inventory levels Large Minimal

Set-up time Averaged Minimized

Area MRP OPT/TOC

Product ¯exibility High High

Order tracking High degree Fairly high
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To recap the usage di�erences between MRP
and OPT/TOC we have:

The distinguishing characteristic of OPT/TOC
is that the operation needs some form of bottle-
neck around which to focus its e�ciencies. This
bottleneck usually takes the form of some type of
machine with limited capacity. Driving this bot-
tleneck to e�ciency optimizes the usage of the
bottleneck which, according to OPT philosophy
(but not satisfactorily proven), optimizes the
throughput and pro®tability of the entire plant
(Plenert and Lee, 1993).

In the case of BAM (Plenert, 1990a; Plenert,
1987), we also focus on achieving overall pro®t-
ability and assume that there are some constrained
or limiting resources within the facility.

BAM is a process that starts with capacity, and
then attempts to ®t production schedules into the
available resources. It uses MRP's lead times as
the minimum lead times available and schedules
out from there. MRP's lead times cannot be in-
¯ated with wait, hold, and queue times that un-
necessarily stretch the total manufacturing lead
time. BAM is an attempt to merge MRP and
Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP) into one
integrated optimization routine.

The BAM process then optimizes the schedules
within these parameters. In a comparison with
MRP, we ®nd the design di�erences between MRP
and BAM to be:

To recap the usage di�erences between MRP
and BAM we have:

At this point we need to look at the inappro-
priate applications of MRP that have occurred in
its usage. These incorrect uses, not the design dif-
ferences, turn out to be the primary elements be-
hind the de®ciencies of MRP.

4. The incorrect uses of the MRP system

The focus of this discussion now shifts to an
analysis of the uses (or abuses) of the MRP envi-
ronment. To start with we can look at production
lead times. It has already been thoroughly dem-
onstrated in the research that the majority of the
lead time, over 95%, is non-productive time. Lead
time includes elements like queue time, waiting
time, transfer time, etc., all of which are much
larger than the actual production time. These lead
times cause a batch of one to take almost the same
amount of time to produce (schedule through the
production process) as a batch of 100. We estab-
lish these long lead times as a bu�er for labor ef-
®ciency. We plan to have several days worth of
work in front of each work center in order to help
the employees keep their e�ciencies up. In other
words, as stated earlier, we are sacri®cing our in-
ventory e�ciency in order to gain labor e�ciency.
The error is not in our lead time development only,
the error is in our being so focused on labor e�-
ciency that we are negatively e�ecting ourselves.
This directly a�ects our fourth MRP usage topic,

Area MRP OPT/TOC

Production lead time Very Long Medium

Production batch size Large Vary

Resource e�ciency focus Labor Bottleneck

Inventory levels Large Medium

Set-up time Averaged Adjusted

Area MRP BAM

Production lead time Very long Variable

Production batch size Large Smaller

Resource e�ciency focus Labor Constraint

Inventory levels Large Medium

Set-up time Averaged Minimized

Data accuracy High High in

limited areas

Computational needs Lots Some

Scheduling ¯exibility High Good

Shop layout Flexible Flexible

Area MRP BAM

Product ¯exibility High High

Order tracking High degree Low

Data accuracy High High in limited

areas

Computational needs Lots Some

Scheduling ¯exibility High Good

Shop layout Flexible Flexible
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inventory levels. By looking at the competitive
systems, it would appear that we should throw out
labor standards and labor performance measures,
and institute measures of inventory performance.
For example, a measure of inventory levels or a
measure of scrap and rework, would be more
helpful in reducing overall production costs. This
focuses on our third usage di�erence, resource ef-
®ciency focus.

The next topic, production batch sizes, ties in
with the previous topics of production lead times,
inventory levels, and resource e�ciency focus. We
will soon see that all the misuses of the MRP
systems tie together. When we look at batch sizes
we see that the MRP uses the Economic Order
Quantity (EOQ) cost minimization curve as a
given, without thinking that it has any control
over what the optimal batch size should be (see
Fig. 2). However, the other production control
systems don't take the batch size (Q) as a given.
See the JIT example in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 we see how
JIT focuses on reducing ordering cost (1 ÿ OC
shift) and by so doing reduces total cost (2 ÿ TC
shift) and shifts the curve to the left, which in turn
reduces order size (3 ÿ Q shift). This directly ef-
fects the ®fth MRP usage topic, the set-up times.
However, as long as lead time is badly in¯ated as

already discussed, a reduction in set-up time, and
therefore in batch quantity, will not signi®cantly
reduce lead time. This occurs because, as stated,
the majority (90±95% percent) of the manufac-
turing lead time in the MRP production process is
composed of wait, queue, hold, transfer, etc. times,
and not of set-up and production times. Therefore,
the focus should be on the 90±95%, and not on the
remaining 5%, of which less then half is set-up
time. The lead time reductions have to occur ®rst.
We can see that the usage of MRP, not the design
of MRP, is causing it to be less than competitive.

Figs. 2 and 3 utilize the fact that the intersec-
tion point of carrying cost and ordering cost is also
the point of least Total Cost. Recognizing this
makes the analysis process easier and removes a
lot of the mathematics. The relationship between
the intersection and the low point was the subject
of the author's dissertation and was proven using
Geometric Programming. A discussion of this
®nding can be found in his article ``Bottleneck
Scheduling for an Unlimited Number of Prod-
ucts''.

In order to cash in on some of the bene®ts of
JIT, while not letting go of the labor e�ciency
MRP focus, we have established U-lines. These are
mini JIT lines that are set up in some of the de-

Fig. 2.
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partments in an attempt to gain some of the in-
ventory reduction bene®ts. These U-lines are gen-
erally e�cient in their usage, unfortunately, they
are usually bu�ered at each end with inventory so
as to ®t into the batch size needs of the MRP
system that feeds into and/or out of the JIT line. In
e�ect, we have two con¯icting production priori-
ties ± materials e�ciency vs. labor e�ciency. Al-
though there are inventory reduction bene®ts
available in this type of system, there are greater
bene®ts still attainable with a coordinated focus.

5. Can MRP be competitive with JIT, OPT/TOC,

or BAM?

MRP does not need to be competitive with any
other system. It is unique, and can stand on it is
own in environments that would bene®t most from
its features. MRP focuses on:

Product variability/non-standardization,
Product customizability,
Flexibility in the production process,
Careful order tracking capability.
Japan is using MRP in its job shops because of

the need for ¯exibility. Japan is also using MRP in
most of its overseas installations because of its

need for order tracking. If we attempt to run MRP
head-to-head with a highly repetitive product that
has a simple, sequencable production process,
MRP will lose out every time. Additionally, if we
try to use MRP in a process manufacturing setting
where there is a central focus machine that is a
dominating bottleneck, MRP will always lose out
to a system like OPT/TOC or BAM. However, if
we use MRP to compete with these systems in a
highly customized product, we will ®nd MRP to be
the winner hands down. In the end, we need to
realize that there is no perfect production control
system that will ®t all situations. We need to be
selective when we decide which system we use, and
MRP will satisfy many of these situations.

6. MRP clean-up

From this discussion we have learned that it is
the usage, not the design of MRP that is causing
its competitive shortcomings. The most obvious
shortcoming in MRP usage is its focus on labor
e�ciency. Labor is not the resource that we need
to be e�cient at, especially since it causes ine�-
ciencies in our most critical resource, materials.
We need to minimize our routings, shortening lead

Fig. 3.
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times as much as possible. We need to do our
bu�ering using safety capacity (labor and machine
capacity bu�ers), not safety stock (materials ca-
pacity bu�ers). This does not mean that we only
include the value-added steps, rather, it means that
we should minimize the non-value-added steps to
make them as e�cient as possible. We need to
rebuild the routings focusing on actual, rather
than estimated and bu�ered lead times. This is the
basic focus of Finite Capacity Scheduling tools,
like SBM and BAM, which have become extremely
popular enhancements to the MRP process. The
di�culty with these enhancements is that MRP
needs to be running correctly and e�ciently for
these tools to be e�ective since they add another
layer of complexity to the process. These changes
in operational parameters might e�ect the shop
layout, product ¯exibility, and scheduling ¯exibil-
ity of MRP (Zaremba and Prasad, 1995).

By rebuilding the routings we can greatly re-
duce total manufacturing lead times. We need to
move away from labor standards and e�ciency
measures, and look at lead time as a combination
of all the time e�ects that in¯uence the produc-
tion time. We need to consider non-productive
time elements in lead time as ``waste'', and we
should focus on eliminating this waste. There are
some excellent systems that have made these fo-
cus and measurement shifts, for example Schedule
Based Manufacturing (SBM), developed in Aus-
tralia has demonstrated tremendous, JIT-like im-
provements in lead time and inventory reductions
(Black and Barker, 1993; Barker, 1993; Hastings
et al., 1982), while keeping the ¯exibility advan-
tages of MRP (Chang et al., 1992). SBM was
developed at Bond University in Gold Coast,
Australia. It utilizes capacity to de®ne available
resources and backward schedules production
based on actual value-added manufacturing lead
time only.

In refocusing on materials e�ciency, we need to
focus on the other two big builders of inventory
(the ®rst being lead time). These are safety stock
and large batch sizes. If our protective bu�er is
safety capacity, then we should be able to reduce,
and even eliminate safety stock in most areas. This
would be a tremendous savings in inventory in a
category that is now considered ``Fixed Inventory

Cost'' and is not normally evaluated for inventory
reductions.

The last of the big inventory builders that needs
to be reevaluated is the batch size computation.
Reconsidering Fig. 3, we see how JIT reduced
batch sizes by reducing set-up times (ordering cost
curve). We can do the same in MRP, thereby re-
ducing our batch sizes, and thereby reducing our
average inventory levels. Another area that causes
large batch sizes is the incorrect de®nition of lot
sizing policies. It is generally recommended that all
production products should only use lot-for-lot as
the lot sizing policy. Otherwise we are building in-
ventory. Additionally, it is generally recommended
that all the `A' items (ABC analysis based on pur-
chase cost), and most of the `B' items that are
purchased should be lot-for-lot. However, special
case situations exist where this general guideline is
not always true. For example, Ho and Lau have
demonstrated that the Silver Meal rule performs
signi®cantly better than the lot-for-lot rule under
levels of lead time uncertainty (Ho and Lau, 1994).

The last MRP clean-up item that needs to be
focused on is the measurement system. The mea-
surement system (like the job traveler) is not some
accounting tool or costing tool, it is an operations
tool used to motivate employees. An inappropriate
measurement system will motivate employees to
do the wrong things. Since we are refocusing em-
ployees towards materials e�ciency, we need a
measurement system that motivates inventory re-
ductions and scrap reductions, not labor e�cien-
cies.

MRP is not a failure, nor is it out-of-date. The
MRP concept is alive and valuable. It is our usage
of MRP that is out of date, and with the appro-
priate ``clean-up'' we can revive MRP by taking
advantage of its bene®ts while at the same time
making it more competitive.

7. The future of MRP

MRP has its strength in job shops that require
¯exibility in the production sequence, in the
quantity of production, and in the timing of the
production process. That is why the Japanese are
looking to MRP in their own job shops. MRP
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does not need to run head-to-head in competition
with any other system on their area of strength.
However, even in a repetitive environment, MRP
can be made to be much more competitive by
adjusting the usage errors that are now incorpo-
rated into the MRP environment. That is one of
the reasons why the Japanese are using MRP in
most of their developing country plants. By re-
focussing MRP, we can cash in on its strengths,
while still remaining competitive against materials
focused systems like JIT.
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